Re: **119th Anniversary of the Proclamation of Philippine Independence**

**"SILIP-KASAYSAYAN: PAGPAPATIBAY NG KASANAYAN"**

To: Chiefs, SGOD & CID

Public Schools District Supervisors

Elementary and Secondary School Heads

1. Please be informed that the "SILIP-KASAYSAYAN: PAGPAPATIBAY NG KASANAYAN" contest in the **ELEMENTARY** was reset on **JUNE 17** while in the **SECONDARY** will be on the same date (June 23).

2. The venue of the said contest will be at **RHAJ INN, Gogon, Virac, Catanduanes.**

2. Registration fee is Php 300.00 per teacher-contestant to be deducted automatically from the School MOOE. However, teacher-contestants from Implementing Units will give the registration fee on the day of the contest.

3. Since June 17 is a Saturday, teachers who will join the contest will be given one day service credit per Civil Service Commission and Budget Circular no.25 s. 2004.

For your information, guidance and compliance.

**SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI**

Schools Division Superintendent